Stratification of chronic and complex wounds according to healing characteristics: a retrospective study.
Wound risk-stratified analyses are clinically relevant as they can assist in identifying hard-to-heal wounds. The aim of the study is to develop risk categories for wound healing based on a limited number of reliably recordable clinical data. This retrospective study used observational data. The primary outcome measure was wound healing at the end of treatment and the secondary outcome measure was the time to wound healing. A stratification model using regression analyses was developed to assign the patients to risk categories for wound healing and the time-to-heal. The study cohort comprised of 540 patients. The most common wound diagnoses were diabetic ulcers, wounds in irradiated areas and wound dehiscence after surgery. Average wound duration before starting treatment at the wound centre was 11.7 months. Healing was achieved in 382 (71%) wounds, after an average treatment time of 4.4 months. A total of four risk categories for wound healing were developed by combining wound diagnosis (favourable versus unfavourable) and duration (<3 months versus >3 months). These risk categories demonstrated healing percentages ranging from 69-97% (p=0.0004) and mean time-to-healing varying from 2.7-5.9 months (p=0.01). Using two clinical wound variables, diagnosis and duration, stratification categories were identified with significant associations with wound healing outcomes. Longer wound duration and unfavourable diagnoses, when combined into unfavourable risk categories, were associated with a lower percentage of wound healing and a longer treatment time until healing.